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Loving Your Teen Unconditionally 
 

 

Children will not remember you for the material things you provided 

 but for the feeling that you cherished them. 
 Richard L. Evans 

 

 

It is Valentine’s this month and love is in the air. And like it or not, there tends to be a kind of 
expectation that we express love to those significant relationships in our lives. But let’s be 
honest. If you’re a parent of a teenager, there are moments that unconditional love is the last 
thing you are feeling. Whether is it on Valentine’s Day or not, when your teen behaves rudely, 
selfishly, or disrespectfully it can be hard to imagine telling them how much we love them! So 
how does a parent love their teenager when they aren’t behaving so lovable?  
 
In the heat of the moment when we are facing an impolite or disrespectful teen, one of the 
biggest mistakes we make as parents is to react back with the same behaviors. Do you ever 
reflect on your squabbles with them and think, “Wow, I sounded just as stubborn and obnoxious 
as he did!”  How might parents stop themselves from this reactive, mirror-type behavior?  
  
Defining your intention or what some may describe as a “personal mission statement” is one 
mindful step you can take to help shift those negative behaviors into unconditional loving ones. 
You wonder how creating an intention could make a difference? For some, it becomes their 
internal compass that leads them in the direction they seek when they are feeling lost, 
frustrated and their emotional pointer is spinning every which way. Assuming your intentions 
are based from your heart as well as personal and parental values, a master intention for 
parenting becomes your guidepost. It is what sustains you through those rough and rebellious 
times that almost every teen must take you on their own path to self-discovery.  
  
Let’s use the following parenting intention: As a parent, my intent is to show the love I have for 
my child every day. I will teach him the life skills necessary to support himself so that he may 
grow to lead a happy, confident and independent life of his own.  The true meaning of this or 
any other intention is of little value unless you continually ask yourself, and I mean daily ask 
yourself with every single interaction you have with your teen,  “Are my actions and thoughts in  
alignment with my intent?” Review each of the words that compose your own  
statement. Take a look at some of the words from above:  love, support, and independent.  
  
How does your teen know he is loved? And don’t think it’s as simple as just saying the words. 
You must ask yourself, “Are my behaviors consistent with those words?”  Might your love seem 
conditional to him? Might he be sensing your love is based on pleasing you or not disappointing 
you in different areas of his own life? Such as what activities he chooses outside of school? 
Ewhat grades he receives? E which friends he chooses?  
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Does your teen feel supported by you? Or could it be that you have confused the concept of 
support with nagging or manipulating? I’ll tell you what I know for sureE if your teen puts you 
on mute, ignores you, or yells at you in frustration there’s a good chance he is feeling nagged, 
controlled or disrespected. He is not feeling supported as you think you are intending and 
demonstrating. Stop and evaluate your words and behaviors against his reactions towards you. 
Is there a disconnect? Any conflicts here? If so, it’s time to go back to your mission statement. 
Ask yourself, “Are my own behaviors matching up to my intentions?” Better yet, “How can I 
change my behaviors into ones that my teen will feel supported by me?”    
  
Thirdly, how are my actions guiding him towards independence? If you’re still waking up your 
16 year old in the morning to get to school on time, still checking whether he’s doing his 
homework or even cleaning his room, how is that teaching him independence, let alone the 
confidence he can perform these skills on his own? What happens when in a year or two, he is 
off to college or living in his own place? Overindulging, spoiling or controlling your teen in the 
guise of love or support is going against the goal of your intention of independence. And 
whether you admit it or not, it will only end in frustration, sense of entitlement and a helpless 
feeling for your teen. Imagine him incapable, insecure or dependent on you when he is in his 
20s or 30s, I don’t think either of you want that to happen!    
  
To ensure your intention for parenting works, you must:  

1. Get very clear and genuine about what your intentions are. Make sure it represents your 
true parenting values and goals. Share them with your spouse and/or partner so that the 
two of you are supporting one another. 

2. Share what and why you are committed to your intention with your teen. Ask them for 
input as well.  

3. While in conflict with your teen, discuss how and why your own behaviors are supporting 
your intention. But if they are not, be honest, admit and accept responsibility for your 
own shortcomings.   

4. Be consistent, committed and confident about the kind of parent you want to be.  
 
Teenagers need love everyday. Identifying your own parenting intention will guide your daily 
thoughts and behaviors to provide that love. Review it often, making certain your own actions 
and beliefs are consistently in alignment with that intention. And the next time your teen’s 
behaviors are less than acceptable, you’ll find it in your heart to love and accept him just as he 
is, which ultimately is what unconditional love is all about.  
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